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Abbo saw fit to ensure the downpour took place before his arrows were set, which was a bit 
disappointing for those hoping for a DIY shortcut.  Age is a definite advantage when doing a 
hash run as young Tom (aka Tom Tom/Just Tom/Snappy Tom/Tommo) was the first runner 
back, looking very pleased with himself.  The slightly older runners arrived back some hours 
later sporting a very unattractive shade of Barnaby Joyce beetroot red, hyperventilating, 
covered in sweat and clearly in need of a few zaps with a semiautomatic defibrillator.  This 
made the 3 DIY walkers (Killer, Ten Fingers and Rabbi) who had been sitting discussing 
assorted medical ailments and the high cost of health care, feel rather smug that they had 
conserved their energy for a much healthier session of rehydration.   
 
Smooth Ride had a lovely book of photos of her Costa Rican holiday, which made everyone 
as green as Flower’s shirt, and Heart Starter found that spending time with the letterbox 
walkers (on the advice of her podiatrist), is a much more pleasant way of spending a Monday 
evening. 
 
There was a directive by the GM at the end of festivities advising that all old hashers must 
wear an old BNH3 hash shirt to next week’s run (at the wonderful Mammary Stick’s home).  
Flyer and Rego form for the birthday weekend are included with the trash.  Good to see that 
it’s a 70s themed weekend since most of us are still living there… 
 

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 
is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 

BRISBANE NORTHSIDE 
HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 

Website: www.bnh3.yolasite.com 
Email: brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com 

HASH TRASH 



Awards/Down Downs 
 

Hash Award Hasher For 

Hare Abbo 
A rain free run, and inducting his grandson into 
hash. 

Big Prick MIA  Still with Scrubber’s girlfriend’s soccer team. 

Small Prick MIA with Flasher  

Dummy MIA with To & From   

Brush Night Owl Not reading last week’s trash that contained a 
helpful reminder about the run number, and getting 
it wrong – despite trying to get ‘sex’ into it.   

Arse Saver On Heat This was awarded by Dog to On Heat for some 
minor misdemeanour.  There must be some 
reason they’re trying to safekeep the Arse Saver… 

Grub Shirt MIA with You’re 
Screwed 

 

Other Charges 

Chargee/s For 

Heart Starter 
Calling Yackety Yak some sort of weird and 
unidentifiable name (Steph?). 

Sherbet Not having a life - 200 Runs  

Simpleton  
Having even less of a life – 400 Runs.  He 
achieved this milestone some years ago, but 
BNH3 have only just seen fit to give him his award. 

Stasia Virgin – Night Owl made her come. 

Just Tom 
Virgin – demonstrated a very impressive down 
down. 

Picaninni 
Returnee – has been busy training Just Tom/Tom 
Tom/Snappy Tom/Tommo to do down downs. 

Dangles 
Returnee – has been hashing in other lands that 
no-one was particularly interested since BNH3 is 
the centre of the universe. 

Dog 
Disobedience.  Bad Dog.  As this charge came 
from On Heat the punishment will probably include 
something to do with the Arse Saver  

Mammary Stick 

Wearing a lovely shirt with some unidentifiable 
writing.  A google search has revealed that it 
means “People’s Republic of Cork” which 
obviously has something to do with champagne 
bottles… CCS will need a charge when he gets 
back for having previously told M. Stick it was 
obscene – or maybe he was referring to her rather 
than her shirt? 

Ten Fingers 

For not telling a joke.  This was a meaningless 
charge as he would have got it for telling a joke, or 
for someone else telling a joke, or for anything 
really. 

 



NEXT WEEK’S RUN:   An excellent run/walk/rehydration session will be held at 
Mammary Stick’s home at 34 Orion Place, Bridgeman Downs. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 

 The Hash Recycler has requested that nobody crush their cans as this affects our 
financial situation. 
 

 BNH3 40th birthday celebrations – Friday 7-Sunday 9 June 2019. Bribie Island Retreat 
and Recreation Centre (cabins and camping) – see flyer.  Those staying in cabins need 
to organise themselves into groups of 6 (no Night Owl, not sex). 

 
 BNH3 winter vests are now selling for the low price of only $10 (although  

Simpleton tells us sleeves are extra).  L, XL and XXL sizes left. Please see Heart Starter.  
 

 Extra BNH3 towels can be ordered for a cost of $20. See Heartstarter.  Pithhead has no 
idea why anyone would want 2 towels, so if you order another one, please explain to him.   

  
 
   

 

 

    

   



   

 

 


